Wordscapes level 3758 answers
Wordscapes level 3758 in the Astral Group and Gift Pack contains 14 words
and the letters DEFMOR making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 44 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 43,707 words and 181,131 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
DEMO, DOME, DORM, FORE, FORM, FROM, MODE, MORE, RODE, REDO, DOER, FORD, FORMED,
DEFORM.
The extra or bonus words are:
ODE, OMER, FER, MOR, FOE, FROE, ERM, ROD, DOE, REO, RED, DORE, FREMD, MED, EMO,
FRO, ROED, DERM, DERO, REF, FORME, DOM, ROM, DOR, ORE, MOD, ERF, ROE,
DROME, DEF, FEOD, FED, REM, MODER, ORD, ORF, FEM, MOE, FERM, ORFE, FOR, DEFO,
DOF, EMF.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 3758
DEMO - A brief demonstration or visual explanation.
DOME - A common structural element of architecture that resembles the hollow upper ha
lf of a sphere, a cupola.
DORM - Dormitory.
FORE - An exclamation yelled to inform players a ball is moving in their direction.
FORM - The shape or visible structure of a thing or person.
FROM - With the source or provenance of or at.
MODE - One of several ancient scales, one of which corresponds to the modern major sc
ale and one to the natural minor scale.
MORE - Comparative form of many: in greater number. (Used for a discrete quantity.).

RODE - The line from the vessel to its anchor. Also warp.
REDO - To do again.
DOER - Someone who does, performs, or executes; an active person, an agent.
FORD - A location where a stream is shallow and the bottom has good footing, making i
t possible to cross from one side to the other with no bridge, by walking, riding, or
driving through the water; a crossing.
FORMED - Simple past tense and past participle of form.
DEFORM - To remove the form of.

